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in the entire network. Since a minimum load imbalance does not necessarily lead to a minimum total service load, this optimization goal
requires some compromise between the two minimization criteria.
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Abstract—Although there has been much work focused on the camera
control issue on keeping tracking a target of interest, few has been done
on jointly considering the video coding, video transmission, and camera
control for effective and efficient video surveillance over wireless sensor
and actuator networks (WSAN). In this work, we propose a framework for
real-time video surveillance with pan-tilt cameras where the video coding
and transmission as well as the automated camera control are jointly optimized by taking into account the surveillance video quality requirement
and the resource constraint of WSANs. The main contributions of this work
are: i) an automated camera control method is developed for moving target
tracking based on the received surveillance video clip in consideration of
the impact of video transmission delay on camera control decision making;
ii) a content-aware video coding and transmission scheme is investigated to
save network node resource and maximize the received video quality under
the delay constraint of moving target monitoring. Both theoretical and experimental results demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed
optimization framework over existing systems.
Index Terms—Camera control, content-aware video coding and transmission, video tracking, wireless sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, as one type of the most popular wireless sensor and
actuator networks (WSANs) [1], [2], wireless video sensor networks
with active cameras have attracted a lot of research attentions and
been adopted for various applications, such as intelligent transportation, environmental monitoring, homeland security, construction site
monitoring, and public safety. Although significant amount of work
has been done on wireless video surveillance in literature, major challenges still exist in transmitting videos over WSANs and automatically
controlling cameras due to the fundamental limits of WSANs, such
as, limitations on computation, memory, battery life, and network
bandwidth at sensors, as well limitations on actuating speed, delay,
and range at actuators.
Some work has been focused on automated camera control for video
surveillance applications. In [3], an algorithm was proposed to provide
automated control of a pan-tilt camera by using the captured visual
information only to follow a person’s face and keep the face image
centered in the camera view. In [4], an image-based pan-tilt camera
control method was proposed for automated surveillance systems with
multiple cameras. The work in [5] focused on the control of a set of
pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras for acquiring closeup views of subjects
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Fig. 1. System model of the proposed framework for real-time video surveillance over WSANs with active cameras.

based on the output of a set of fixed cameras. To extend the applications
of these camera control methods into video surveillance over WSANs,
both video transmission over WSANs and its impact on the accuracy
of camera control need to be considered.
It is challenging to transmit videos over resource-constrained
WSANs. Low network bandwidth results in large delay in video delivery, which may not satisfy the low latency requirements in real-time
target detection and camera control decision making at the surveillance
center. Also, lossy network channels lead to packet losses during video
transmission. The resulting received video distortion may not satisfy
the quality requirement of target observation at the surveillance center.
Moreover, large video distortion may affect the accuracy of camera
control since camera control decision is made based on the received
videos. Finally, on the one hand, each node in WSNAs is powered by
either batteries or solar-energy-harvesting devices, meaning that power
is of utmost importance, and must be aggressively conserved. On the
other hand, wireless video surveillance is extremely useful to provide
continuous visual coverage in the surveillance areas. As a result,
the continuous transmission of large amount of surveillance videos
poses significant challenges to the power conservation of WSANs.
Till now, although there has been work done on resource allocation
for co-design of communication protocols and control strategies [6],
few existing work focuses on the joint optimization of video coding,
video transmission, and camera control for real-time video monitoring
applications in WSANs.
In this technical note, we propose a framework for real-time video
surveillance over WSANs in which pan/tilt cameras are used to track
moving targets of interest and transmit the captured videos to a remote
control unit (RCU). The main contributions of this technical note include: (i) an automated camera control method is developed to keep
tracking the target by taking into account the impacts of the delay of
video transmission and control decision feedback on the control-decision making process; (ii) a content-aware video coding and transmission scheme is investigated to save network node resource while maximizing the received video quality under the delay constraint of target
monitoring. It is worth noting that although the camera control decision-making is performed by the central RCU, the proposed video processing method can also be used in smart cameras [7] or mobile agents
[8] in distributed video surveillance systems [9], [10].
The remainder of this technical note is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the system model and formulated optimization
problem. Section III presents an automated camera control method.
The solution procedure is described in Section IV. Section V shows
experimental results and Section VI concludes this technical note.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A. Proposed System Model
Fig. 1 shows the proposed system model for wireless video surveillance. The captured videos are coded at the camera, and the resulting
video packets are transmitted over a wireless sensor network to a RCU
where videos are reconstructed for target monitoring. To keep tracking
the target, we propose that the camera control decision-making be performed at the RCU since RCU has more computational capability and
more information about the target. Therefore, based on the video analysis at the RCU, the controller needs to calculate and determine the
camera control parameters, i.e., pan and tilt velocities, and send them
back to the camera motor.
Note that each captured video frame can be considered as being composed of a target part and a background part. To save node resource, in
this work we aim to develop a content-aware approach to the video
processing by which the target part is coded and transmitted with a
higher priority than the background part. In other words, the limited
network resources are concentrated on the coding and transmission of
the target part while the background part is processed in a best-effort
fashion. Note that in this work the motivation for background-foreground separation is mainly to roughly divide a captured video frame
into different regions and find the region of interest (ROI, i.e., the target
part) for resource allocation adaptation by content-aware video coding
and transmission rather than to accurately perform target identification
and extraction. Therefore, suitable background-foreground separation
methods [11]–[14] can be selected to achieve a good tradeoff between
the accuracy and complexity at the camera side based on the camera’s
computational capability.
B. Kinematic Model of Pan-Tilt Cameras
The control objective is to maintain the target being tracked in the
center of the camera view. In the following, we adopt the kinematic
model of pan-tilt cameras developed in [3] to explain the camera control
objective. Let (xc ; yc ) be the target offset with respect to the center of
the image, i.e., the coordinates of the centroid of the segmented target
image inside the window where the target is located, as shown in Fig. 2.
We next take the pan movement of the camera as an example to study
the camera control problem.
Let f be the camera focal length. As shown in Fig. 3, the relationship
between target coordinate xc and pan angle  can be expressed as

xc

=

f tan(

0 )

(1)
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optimally estimate the overall distortion of decoder frame reconstruction due to quantization, error propagation, and error concealment
by recursively computing the total decoder distortion at pixel level
precision. Moreover, in consideration of the importance difference
for video surveillance between the target and background parts,
we assume that each packet i is associated with a quality impact
factor i . i can be determined by the quality requirement on the
corresponding video parts. Given i , the expected distortion of
the whole video frame, denoted by E [D], can be written as [15]
E [D] = Ii=1 i E [Di ](si ; pi ;  ). Here E [Di ] is the expected distortion of packet i , which is a function of the source coding parameter
si , end-to-end packet loss rate pi , and error concealment scheme  for
the corresponding GOB [16]. The calculation of pi will be presented
in Section IV-B.
3) Problem Formulation of Content-Aware Video Coding and Transmission: The objective of video coding and transmission optimization is to determine the optimal values of source coding parameter
and channel transmission parameter vectors fsi ; ci g for each packet
i of the current video frame to maximize the expected received video
quality under the delay constraint, i.e.

Fig. 2. Target offset in the image plane.

fsi ; ci g = arg min

s:t: :
Fig. 3. Dependence of the target coordinate x on the pan angle  .

where is the angle of the target centroid in the frame FXY. Differentiating (1) with respect to time t, a kinematic model for the xc offset is
obtained as

x_c =

2

f

cos (

0  ! 0 !
)

(

)

(2)

where the pan velocity ! is considered as a control input. The angular
velocity ! of the target depends on the instantaneous movement of
the target with respect to the frame FXY. The control problem consists
in finding an adaptive feedback control law for the system as shown in
xc (t) = 0.
(2) with control input ! such that limt

!1

C. Proposed Content-Aware Video Coding and Transmission
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the target and background parts in the current video frame are composed of Io and Ib
groups of blocks (GOB), respectively. We also assume that each GOB
is encoded into a packet. Let f1 ; 2 ; 1 1 1 ; I g be the resulting Io
target packets and fI +1 ; I +2 ; 1 1 1 ; I +I g the Ib background
packets of the current video frame. For simplicity, define I = Io + Ib .
For each packet i , let si be the corresponding source coding parameter vector, and ci the channel transmission parameter vector.
1) Delay Constraint: To perform accurate camera control and provide smooth video playback at the RCU, each video frame to be transmitted is associated with a frame decoding deadline T max . In realtime video communications, the average video frame decoding deadline T max is linked with the video frame rate fr as T max  (1=fr )
[15]. The frame decoding deadline indicates that a delay deadline is
imposed on the transmission of each packet composing the frame by
T max [15], i.e., Ti (si ; ci )  T max (i = 1; 2; 1 1 1 ; I ), where Ti (si ; ci )
is the end-to-end delay of packet i transmitted from the camera to the
RCU, which is a function of si and ci .
2) Expected Received Video Quality: We employ the ROPE
algorithm [16] to evaluate the received video distortion. ROPE can

I

i E [Di ]
i=1
Ti (si ; ci )  T max (i = 1; 2; 1 1 1 ; I ):

(3)

Note that the optimization is performed one frame at a time.
Nonetheless, this framework can potentially be improved by optimizing the video encoding and transmission over multiple buffered
frames, which can integrate the packet dependencies caused by both
error concealment and prediction in source coding into the optimization framework. Such a scheme, however, would lead to a considerably
higher computational complexity. The detailed solution to the problem
in (3) will be discussed in Section IV.
III. CAMERA CONTROL DECISION MAKING AT THE RCU
In this section, we modify and improve an existing pan-tilt camera
control algorithm [3] by taking into account the impacts of both video
transmission delay and control decision feedback delay on the camera
control decision making process at the RCU. In the following, we take
the pan angle control process as an example to explain the improved
algorithm.
As discussed in Section II-B, the objective of pan angle control is
to determine control input ! such that limt
xc (t) = 0. Similar to
the work in [3] we use the following control law:

!1

! = !^

+

xc

(4)

where  is a positive gain, and the estimate !
^
of ! is obtained from
the dynamic part of the automated control, which is designed as a parameter update law. According to Proposition 1 in [3], to ensure that
the resulting closed-loop adaptive camera control system is asymptotically stable, the update law is derived as

!^_

=

fxc

2

cos (

0 )

:

(5)

Both target offset fxc ; yc g and pan/tilt angle f; 'g needed for control decision making are measured based on the received video frames.
Let Fk be the video frame captured at discrete time instant tk (k =
0; 1; 2; 1 1 1). From Fk the offsets fxct ; yct g and the pan and tilt angles ft ; 't g can be measured at the RCU by using the Mean Shift
algorithm as in [3]. Note that the motivation for conducting the Mean
Shift algorithm at the RCU instead of at the camera side is based on the
observation that in some scenarios the RCU may already have some a
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IV. OPTIMIZED CONTENT-AWARE VIDEO CODING AND TRANSMISSION

TABLE I
MODIFIED CAMERA CONTROL ALGORITHM AT THE RCU

A. Content-Aware Video Coding

priori knowledge of the target, such as the color or size information
of the target. It is expected that integrating these information into the
Mean Shift algorithm could provide more accurate measurement of the
offsets and quantities of the target.
Note that fxct ; yct g and ft ; 't g only represent the position
information of the target and camera at time instant t = tk when video
frame Fk is captured. In fact, a significant amount of delay is incurred
during transmitting the frame Fk to the RCU as well as sending the
control decision back to the camera. Therefore, in order to perform
accurate camera control, the further change of the target position due
to the possible movement of the target during this delay period also
needs to be considered in camera control decision making.
^ t , is set arbitrary. For the
At t = t0 , the first estimate for ! , !
^ t + xct
control law (4) at t = tk , we modify the relation !t = !
in [3] into

!t

+T

= !^

t

+ x

+T

0

(6)

+T

ct

where x0ct +T is the estimate of offset xc when the camera control
decision arrives at the camera, and Tk is the total delay of the video
frame transmission and the control decision feedback.
Next we consider how to calculate x0ct +T based on measurement
fxct ; t ; t g by taking into account Tk . Let Tdk be the end-to-end
delay in transmitting video frame Fk from the camera to the RCU,
which will be discussed in Section IV-B. Let Tf k be the delay in
sending back the control decision based on Fk from the RCU to the
camera. Without loss of generality, we assume that Tf k is a constant.
Therefore, Tk = Tdk + Tf k . Based on fxct ; t ; t g, we can
compute both estimate ^t +T of  and estimate ^t +T of at time
instant tk + Tk as

^t

+T

t

+T

^
where

t

= + !
= + !^
t

1 Tk ;
1 Tk

t

t

t

=  + arctan xf

ct

t

(8)

:

(9)

Based on (1), estimate x0ct +T of offset xc at time instant tk + Tk can
be calculated as

x0ct

+T

= f 1 tan ^

t

+T

0 ^t

+T

:

(10)

, the
At t = tk+1 + Tk+1 , to derive the control input !t +T
^ t +T of ! t +T can be calculated based on (5)
estimate !
as follows:

!^

t

+T

= !^

t

+T

+

cos ^
2

fx0ct
t

+T

min

s ;111;s

I
i=1

E [Di ](si0z ; si0z+1 ; 1 1 1 ; si );

i0z >0

(12)

where E [Di ](si0z ; si0z+1 ; 1 1 1 ; si ) represents the expected distortion of the ith GOB, which depends on the z + 1 decision vectors
fsi0z ; si0z+1 ; 1 1 1 ; si g under the packet delay deadline. The problem
(12) can be solved by a dynamic programming approach. Due to the
limit of space, we will not elaborate the solution procedure in this
technical note. Interested readers may refer to [15].
The computational complexity of the above algorithm is O(I 2j jz ),
which is much more efficient than the exponential computational complexity of an exhaustive search algorithm. Clearly for cases with
smaller z , the complexity is quite practical to perform the optimization. On the other hand, for larger z , the complexity can be limited
by reducing the cardinality of . The practical solution would be an
engineering decision and tradeoff between the camera’s computational
capability and the optimality of the solution. For resource-constrained
WSANs, simple error concealment strategies could be considered to
further reduce the computational complexity.

(7)

can be derived from (1) as
t

Let si 2 be the source coding parameters for the ith GOB, where
is the set of all admissible values of si and j j = J . For a given GOB,
different coding parameters will lead to different amounts of compression-induced distortion. On the other hand, different coding parameters
also result in different packet lengths and packet loss rates, which will
lead to different amounts of transmission-induced distortion. A robust
error concealment technique helps avoid significant visible error due
to the packet loss in the reconstructed frames at the decoder. However,
some error concealment strategies cause packet dependencies, which
makes the source coding optimization further complicated. It is important to point out that, although some straightforward error concealment
strategies do not cause packet dependencies, as a generic framework,
the more complicated scenario is considered here as a superset for the
simpler cases.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the current GOB depends
on its previous z GOBs (z  0). Therefore, the optimization goal in
(3) becomes

+T

0 ^t

+T

:

(11)

The complete modified camera control algorithm at the RCU is summarized in Table I.

B. Content-Aware Video Transmission
Let cg denote the video packet class where g = 0 if packet ij
is a target packet, and g = 1 if it is a background packet. Without
loss of generality, we assume that (u; v ) is a link/hop of path R,
where nodes u and v are the hth and (h + 1)th nodes of path R,
respectively. In wireless environments, the transmission of a packet
over each hop (u; v ) of the network can be modeled as follows:
once the packet arrives at node u, the packet header is extracted to
determine the packet class. If it is a target packet, it will be put
ahead of all background packets in the queue of node u, waiting for
being transmitted/served over link (u; v ). We assume that all packets
of the same class in the queue of node u are scheduled following
a first-come, first-served (FCFS) fashion. If the packet gets lost
during transmission with the packet error probability pg;(u;v ) due to
signal fading over the link (u; v ), it will be retransmitted until it is
either successfully received or discarded because its delay deadline
T max was exceeded. As a result of the retransmission mechanism,
the packet loss probability over link (u; v ) is mainly exhibited as
the probability of packet drop pg;u due to delay deadline expiration
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TABLE II
PROCESSING LOAD DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

when queueing at node u. Based on priority queueing analysis, pg;u
can be calculated as [14]

pg;u = Prob E Wg;(u;v)

=

1

g=0

+ tg;u > T
0

max

g;u E [Zg;u ]

2 exp 0

0
T max 0 tg;u

1

g =0

g;u E [Zg;u ]

E Wg;(u;v)

(13)

0
is the arrival time of the packets of class cg at node
where tg;u
u, g;u the average arrival rate of the Poisson input traffic into the
queue at node u, E [Zg;u ] the average service time at node u, and
E [Wg;(u;v) ] the average packet waiting time at the queue of node u.
From (13), the end-to-end packet loss probability of a packet of
video class cg transmitted over path R can be expressed as pg =
10 (u;v)2R (10 pg;u). The end-to-end packet delay Tdk is the sum of
the packet delay tg;(u;v) over each link (u; v ), which can be obtained as
[15] Tdk = (u;v)2R tg;(u;v) = (u;v)2R fE [Wg;(u;v) ]+E [Zg;u ]g.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments of video surveillance were conducted in the lobby of
a building to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework in
terms of the camera control effectiveness and the surveillance video
quality. All captured video frames except the first one were coded as
inter frames. Each video frame was divided into a target part and a background part by the method of Mixture of Gaussians. The target and
background parts were separately coded. The resulting video stream
was transmitted to a server via a wireless sensor network. Based on
the received video, the target offset was calculated at the server by
using the Mean Shift algorithm for camera-control decision making.
The processing load distribution of the proposed framework is presented in Table II, where Nf is the video frame size, m is the number
of Gaussian distribution and practically set to be between 3 and 5 [12],
c is usually between 10 and 20 [16], depending on both the frame
types (intra-coded or inter-coded) and the adopted error concealment
schemes, and Nw is the search window size.
In our first set of experiments, the target first made circular movement to the left at an angular velocity of ! = 0:4 rad=second for
20 seconds, and then made circular movement to the right at ! =
00:3 rad=second for another 20 seconds. Initially, the angle =
0:5 rad, offset xct = 0:02 m, and pan angle t = 0 rad. Fig. 4(a)
shows that both the estimated angular velocity of the target and the
angular velocity of pan tend asymptotically to the actual angular velocity of the target. Fig. 4(b) shows that the pan and target angles converge after some time duration under each movement scenario. Fig. 4(c)
shows that the offset xc tends to be zero after some time duration under
each movement scenario, meaning that the captured target is at the
center of the image plane. Therefore, Fig. 4(a)–(c) demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed camera control method.
In the second set of experiments, the target was allowed to walk back
and forth across the lobby. We compared the proposed camera control
strategy with the control strategy without considering the impact of the
delay of video transmission and control decision feedback. As shown

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the camera control effectiveness. (a) Pan velocity and
estimated angular velocity of the target. (b) Pan angle and target angle. (c) Target
offset.

in Fig. 5, the proposed control strategy is more effective, leading to
smaller target offset xc with respect to the center of the image. This is
because the proposed strategy takes into account the target movement
during the delay time of video transmission and control decision feedback.
We evaluated the video quality obtained by the proposed contentaware video coding and transmission. Under each movement scenario
of the target, the surveillance videos were captured at two different
video frame rates: 15 and 30 f/s. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the received
video quality of different video parts at the RCU, measured by peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). We observe that the PSNRs of the target
part are over 5 dB higher than those of the background part under both
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content-aware video coding and transmission scheme was developed
to maximize the received video quality under the delay constraint
imposed by video surveillance applications. The impact of the delay of
video transmission and control decision feedback on camera-control
decision making has also been investigated to provide accurate camera
control. Experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed
co-design framework.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of different camera control strategies.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the received surveillance video quality. (a) Average
:
. (b) Average PSNRs when
. (c) Re:
PSNRs when
ceived video frame by using the proposed content-aware video coding and transmission. (d) Received video frame without using content-aware video coding
and transmission.
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= 00 3 rad

video frame rates. Moreover, the PSNRs of the target are also much
higher than those of the received videos without using content-aware
coding and transmission.
Fig. 6(c) and (d) show the comparison of the received surveillance
video quality with and without the proposed content-aware video
coding and transmission scheme. As shown in Fig. 6(c), the target part
has a much better visual quality than the background part. Moreover,
the target part as shown in Fig. 6(c) also has a better visual quality
than the received video without using the content-aware video coding
and transmission scheme as shown in Fig. 6(d).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this technical note, we presented a co-design framework for video
surveillance with active cameras by jointly considering the camera
control strategy and video coding and transmission over wireless
sensor and actuator networks. To keep tracking a target of interest,
an automated camera control method was proposed based on the
received surveillance videos. To save the network node resource, a
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